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Sydney Harbour 

With golden beaches, green open spaces and unique harbour islands, Sydney is one of the 
world’s most beautiful and accessible waterfront cities. Sydney Harbour is a beautiful 
meandering waterway and undoubtedly one of the most instantly recognisable waterways in 
the world. It’s a natural playground for Sydneysiders and visitors who use it for sailing, 
swimming, diving and walking around its foreshore. 

Don’t Miss: 

• Sydney’s icons: Scale the world famous Sydney Harbour Bridge on a BridgeClimb  
plus across the way Sydney Opera House  takes groups underneath the sails to 
learn how shows come to life in the Concert Hall, Opera Theatre and smaller spaces. 

• Catching the ferry to Taronga Zoo to see thousands of exotic and native species, 
and 20 free zookeeper talks and animal shows throughout the day. Make sure to 
include a ride on the Sky Safari Cable Car which provides an aerial view of animal 
exhibits and stunning views of Sydney Harbour.  

• Enjoying the serenity of Sydney Harbour can be best enjoyed by kayak. Journey 
across harbour waters and protected coves, or take a guided tour to learn about 
Sydney Harbour’s natural features and intriguing history. 

What’s New: 

Take a guided half or full day hike with Sydney Coast Walks  and unlock some of the 
secrets of North and South Head which tower majestically at the entrance to Sydney 
Harbour. 

Operating out of Rose Bay, Sydney Seaplanes  offers a seagull’s-eye view of the city’s 
harbor and coast. The latest addition to their tour programs is City, Blue Mountains and 
Coast, a one-hour flight aboard a classic seaplane, the perfect way to see Sydney’s stunning 
harbour, coastline and the dramatic mountain scenery to the west.  

The Rocks Dreaming Tour  is an authentic walkabout that uncovers the fascinating 
Indigenous history of Sydney. The tour provides insight into the area’s original inhabitants, 
the Gadigal people, their heritage and their deeply spiritual connection to the natural world of 
Sydney’s harbour and surrounds. Visitors can gain an understanding of ancient indigenous 
beliefs and how these weave daily relevance into Sydney’s contemporary Aboriginal society. 

Key Experiences: 

Pack your best straw hat and cast off for Cockatoo Island  and enjoy the magic and music of 
the Island Bar , set against the backdrop of some of Sydney’s most amazing views. 
Constructed from recycled shipping containers, the Island Bar dishes out cool cocktails, wine 
and beer as well as delicious Italian-style pizzas. Getting to the island is easy via ferry  
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services from Circular Quay, Woolwich and Balmain. Why not book into the island’s 
accommodation and make it an island escape – either in a tent or a heritage house. 

Australia's bespoke venue for modern art, the Museum of Contemporary Art  is the only 
public museum in the country dedicated to exhibiting, interpreting and collecting 
contemporary art from across Australia and around the world. Until 1 April, the gallery will be 
exhibiting works by Anish Kapoor, the first major exhibition in Australia by this celebrated 
artist which is also part of the Sydney international Art Series 2013.  

My Sydney Detour promises an insider’s view of Sydney for any visitor who wants to 
experience Sydney as a local. Devised and guided by Richard Graham, Signature Detours 
offer a choice of City, Beach or Bush tours, with customised itineraries as an option. Tour 
vehicle is a 1964 EH Holden sedan, an iconic, Australian designed and built vehicle with 
nostalgic overtones for many Aussies.  

Vivacious and vibrant, Sydney’s small-bar scene is an ever-changing facet of the city’s 
nightlife, and finding your way around some of these backstreet boltholes can be a 
challenge. Led by two dedicated bar aficionados, Ketel One Bar Tours  casts a discerning 
eye over the city’s coolest bars to take visitors for an unforgettable night out on the town.  

Dining: 

Whether it’s brunch at Ripples  – a casual café under the Sydney Harbour Bridge; sublime 
dining in a glass-fronted restaurant perched high above Bondi Beach at the glamorous 
Icebergs Dining Room and Bar ; dinner at one of the world’s best restaurants – Quay  - 
overlooking Circular Quay; to dining beneath the sails of the Sydney Opera House at 
Guillaume at Bennelong  or an all-time favourite, fish and chips on the waterfront, Sydney 
has sunny waterside dining down to a fine art. 

Newcomer The Woods  has just opened off the lobby of the five-star Four Seasons Hotel. 
Talented young chef Hamish Ingham features a range of native Australian berries, plants 
and fruits in his menu which is heavily produce driven and seasonal.  

The Star , the rebirthed version of Sydney’s bright shining entertainment complex, has added 
a stellar collection of restaurants to Sydney’s food universe. Some of the world’s most 
acclaimed chefs have established themselves in these glamorous new premises. Among the 
headliners are David Chang’s Momofu Seiōbo, Teage Ezard’s BLACK by ezard and Chase 
Kojima’s Sokyo, Sydney’s own chefs including Stefano Manfredi, patissier extraordinaire 
Adriano Zumbo, Luke Nguyen and Flying Fish’s Peter Kuruvita, a new star chef on the TV 
screen.  
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Staying in Style: 

The latest arrival on Sydney’s hotel scene, QT Sydney  sits within two of the city’s most 
iconic buildings – the historic Gowings department store and heritage-listed State Theatre. 
While the exterior might pay homage to the past, within the hotel is another story. Acclaimed 
designer Nic Graham’s bold design reaches a pinnacle in the lobby, where historical features 
are set off by an imposing LED wall of digital art by Daniel Crooks.  

The Darling, The Star’s 171-room hotel, opened in October 2011. The property is designed 
to bring personality, charm, slick service and glossy accommodation to a prime waterfront 
location. The top two floors, dedicated to penthouse suites, are the brainchild of top Los 
Angeles designer Lawrence Lee.  

Park Hyatt Sydney  reopened in March 2012, following the largest renovation in its 21-year 
history. Perfectly located next to Sydney Harbour Bridge in the dress circle of Sydney 
Harbour with eye-level views of Sydney Opera House, this location is arguably some of the 
best real estate in Sydney. The renovation sees the addition of three luxury rooftop suites 
with 360-degree views of Sydney Harbour, with floor-to-ceiling glass doors that open onto 
large private balconies.  

 

For more information on Sydney Harbour go to www.sydney.com  
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